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Abstract: To protect workers, it is necessary to characterize the noise and vibration emissions value
of nailers. Standardized characterization methods exist but require three trained human operators,
which leads to a dispersion in the results and a difficult implementation. An automatic test stand
(ATS) was developed to characterize those values without the participation of human operators. It is
proposed here that we compare the results obtained by the two methods. Preliminary results suggest
that further refinement of the ATS is needed to better mimic the biodynamics of the human hand–arm
and that a larger number of operators would be required for validation.
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1. Introduction

Portable nailers are power tools widely used in the construction industry since they
permit efficient and accurate fastening of wood structures. Unfortunately, nailers also
produce high levels of impact noise and vibration, which can represent a significant risk
to develop hearing loss or hand–arm vibration syndrome. That is why it is important to
choose and design nailers that produce low levels of noise and vibration emissions value
(VEV) to prevent potential injuries. A first good step would be to simplify the methods to
evaluate noise and vibration emissions value.

The ISO 28927-13:2022 standard presents a method for evaluating the VEV of fastener
driving tools such as nailers [1]. The procedure requires three trained operators to fasten
50 nails each in a standardized piece of pine wood, which is particularly long and expensive.
Therefore, an automatic test stand (ATS) was previously developed to simplify and to
reduce the cost of VEV measurement [2,3]. Apart from the VEV characterization, the
ATS was also used to determine noise emission values [2,4] and to localize nailers’ noise
sources [2,5]. The ATS VEV were compared with the VEV obtained with the three human
operators for seven different portable nailers using the Wh weighted RMS acceleration
(ISO 5349-1 standard [6]). However, an epidemiological study has suggested that the
band-limited hF frequency weighting, which considers a higher frequency content, is more
appropriate for assessing the risk of developing vibration-induced white finger [7]. Another
study has also shown that three human operators, as specified by the ISO 10819:2013
standard [8], were insufficient to determine the vibration transmissibility of gloves [9].

In this paper, it is proposed that we compare nailers’ VEV as RMS and peak hF
weighted accelerations measured with the three human operators (ISO 28927-13:2022
standard) and with the ATS.
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2. Materials and Methods

Seven different nailers were used for the study: PR1, PR2, PB1, PB2, PB3 refer to
pneumatic nailers; GB1 refers to a gas (butane) one; and EB1 to an electric one. The
conditions of the measurements with the human operators followed the ISO 28927-13:2022
standard, with three operators fastening 10 nails over 30 s for 5 repetitions, for a total of
50 nails by operators or 150 nails for each tested nailer.

The ATS was composed of an aluminum frame above the test setup proposed in the
ISO 28927-13:2022 standard, as shown in Figure 1. The nailer handle was attached to a
moving support, which consists of a greased slider restricting nailer motion to the vertical
direction. A remote trigger was designed to pull the trigger of the nailer. For both ATS and
human operator measurements, a triaxial accelerometer (PCB 356B20) was rigidly attached
to the nailer body, as close as possible to the operator’s hand. The acceleration signal was
acquired with a sampling frequency of 51.2 kHz.
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Figure 1. The automatic test stand above the ISO 28927-13:2022 test stand [2].

For the ATS, 10 nails were fastened for each nailer [2]. The acceleration signals were
digitally filtered by the band limiting hF (or flath) weighting, as defined in the ISO/TS
15694 technical specification [10]. It consists in a flat band-pass filter with unity gain in
the 6.3–1250 Hz frequency range. For each nailer, the 3-s RMS weighted (hF) acceleration
for a single impact ahF, 3s, the weighted peak value ahF,PEAK, and the crest factor CF were
computed from the acceleration signals for both the three human operators and the ATS,
following Equations (1)–(3). In these equations, T is the measurement period, ahF is the hF
weighted RMS acceleration, ahF(t) is the hF weighted acceleration time signal, and n is the
number of single impact (nail):

ahF, 3s = ahF

√
T
3n

, (1)

ahF,PEAK = max0≤t≤T |ahF(t)|, (2)

CF =
ahF, PEAK

ahF,3s
. (3)

The data obtained with the three human operators were averaged and the standard
deviation was computed. For the ATS, the average and standard deviation were computed
over the 10 nails. The relative difference was calculated to compare the results between the
human operators and the ATS.
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3. Results

The 3-s RMS, peak value, and crest factor of the hF weighted acceleration along the
predominant zh vertical direction are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. VEV obtained for the seven tested nailers comparing human operators and the ATS over the
zh direction: (a) 3-s RMS acceleration hF weighted; (b) peak acceleration hF weighted; and (c) crest
factor with the mean of the three human operators and the ATS. The standard deviation is displayed
as the error bar.

The results show that the 3-s RMS hF weighted acceleration and the peak value are
always underestimated with the ATS. However, the CF are similar, which means the ratio
between RMS and peak values is preserved. The relative differences between the 3-s
RMS hF weighted acceleration obtained with the human operators and the ATS range
from 8% for the PB1 nailer to 39% for the PR2 nailer. Differences for all other nailers
are below 20%, except for the GB1 and PR2 nailers, which are also associated with the
largest variabilities in the weighted 3-s RMS and peak accelerations. The nailer with the
lowest relative difference ratio between both the 3-s RMS hF weighted acceleration and the
weighted peak acceleration is the PB3 nailer, with 10% and 12%, respectively.

To further investigate those differences between the averaged human operators and
the ATS, the one-third octave band spectrum of the hF weighted acceleration is computed.
VEV for the PR2 and GB1 nailers, comparing the ATS with the three human operators, are
presented in Figure 3. The PB3 nailer is displayed as a reference.
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The one-third octave band spectrum obtained with the PR2 nailer (Figure 3a) shows a
good agreement between the ATS and human operators in the low frequency until 200 Hz.
For higher frequencies, the spectrum magnitude increases for both operators and ATS as
well as the difference between them. The highest values are in the 400–1600 Hz frequency
range, which justify the use of the hF weighting. Similar observations can be made for
the GB1 nailer (Figure 3b). For the human operators, it is worth noting that the error bar
(i.e., the standard deviation) is very large (i.e., in the 400–1600 Hz frequency range), which
demonstrates a large variability between the operators. In comparison, the PB3 nailer
(Figure 3c) shows good agreement between the ATS and the human operators for the entire
frequency spectra. The VEV measured with the ATS are always underestimated compared
to the VEV measured with human operators. This could be attributed to the design of
the ATS itself, which restricts the motion to the vertical axis only. In addition, the VEV of
some nailers could be more sensitive to the human biodynamic coupling, which was not
considered in the ATS design. The large intersubject variability also suggests that three
operators could be insufficient to determine nailer VEV accurately.

4. Conclusions

According to the VEV comparing the ATS with the three human operators (ISO
28927-13:2022 standard), the ATS could offer a good alternative to the human operators,
while it also simplifies the procedure and reduces the number of nails required to obtain
the VEV. However, for two of the seven tested nailers, large differences were shown
between the VEV measured with the human operators and the ATS, as well as high
intersubject variabilities. These large intersubject variabilities suggest that three operators
are insufficient to characterize nailer VEV. In addition, the design of the ATS, which
does not consider the hand–arm biodynamics to impact vibrations, could generate VEV
underestimations between the ATS and human operators. For now, more research is
needed to understand the differences between the VEV measured with the ATS and with
the human operators and to improve the human representativity of the ATS; an ATS with
better human representativity is necessary to improve the determination of nailer VEV and
noise emission values, as well as to help manufacturers build safer tools with lower levels
of noise and vibration.
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